Thread type
Overdyed heavy cotton

DOUBLE CROSS
As Shown
Rainbow Gallery Overture V26
Raspberry (1)

The next stitch is the large focal area for the design. I decided to use a
large motif stitch in a single color to draw the attention. So I decided to use
a Chilly Hollow stitch, a “string art” type stitch that is a lot simpler to stitch
than it appears.
There’s a hole in the center of the stitch, so I almost always fill it with a
small stitch so there isn’t a hole. If you have a pretty bead, small button or
charm you’d like to use instead it will be fine. I used a double cross.
Stitch the double cross as shown in Diagram 42. I anchored with a pin stitch
directly under the center of the stitch. After stitching as shown in Diagram
42, don’t end off the thread; you’ll use it for the next part.
Place the double cross as shown in Diagram 43.

Diagram 43
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Your choice

Diagram 42

Thread type
Overdyed heavy cotton

CHILLY HOLLOW STITCH ANCHOR
As Shown
Rainbow Gallery Overture V26
Raspberry (1)

Your choice

The Chilly Hollow stitch begins with an anchor that holds the stitches
of the motif. I didn’t end off the thread after stitching the double
cross, but continued with it to stitch the anchor.
Stitch as shown in Diagram 44, around the double cross. Stitch each
“leg” of the anchor twice as shown. After stitching the anchor stitches, end off the thread. I used a pin stitch, placed just outside the anchor where it would be covered by the Chilly Hollow stitch.

Diagram 44

Diagram 45
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Thread type
Wool/metallic blend

As Shown
Rainbow Gallery Glisten G59
Raspberry Sorbet

Your choice

I used the wool/metallic blend because I had it on hand. This thread is similar to Rainbow Gallery’s
Silk/Lame Braid and Entice, so if you have a suitable color in either blend use it instead. Or, use the
thread that you choose; this stitch looks great in a wide variety of threads.
Begin the stitch as shown in Diagram 46. I used a very long length, about 48”, to stitch both parts
of the stitch. I anchored with a pin stitch just beyond the anchor stitch.
Bring the needle up as shown, sharing a hole with the tip of sprat’s head. Take the needle between
the canvas and the anchor, coming over the anchor then under, and end as shown sharing a hole
with a different sprat’s head.

Diagram 46
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The stitches follow the first stitch, beginning in adjacent diagonal holes, coming over the anchor
then under the anchor, and ending in adjacent diagonal holes.

Diagram 47

I’m showing the first stitch in black for reference. Don’t end off the thread after stitching this part,
because you'll use it for the next part.
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Stitch the next part of the Chilly Hollow stitch with the same thread, in the same way. This time the
end points share holes with the reverse scotch stitches. The first stitch is shown in black for reference, but all of the stitches are with the same thread.

Diagram 48

After stitching the second part, end off the thread. I ended with a pin stitch close to the anchor,
where it would be covered by the next parts of the Chilly Hollow stitch.
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Thread type
Rayon twist

As Shown
Rainbow Gallery Patina PA20
Fuchsia

Your choice

To complete the Chilly Hollow stitch I used a thread I had on hand, Rainbow Gallery Patina, but the
color I used has been discontinued. Panache PN06 is about the same color, a little thinner, but
would have a similar look. Again, I anchored with a pin stitch just beyond the Chilly Hollow anchor
where it would be covered by the next stitches. I used about 48” so I could stitch both parts without
having to end off the thread. This part is stitched exactly like the previous parts. I’m showing the
first stitch in black for easier reference. Be careful with these end points; they don’t share holes with
anything else, and it’s easy to stray off the diagonal line, so pay attention!

Diagram 49

Don’t end off the thread yet, but continue with the last part of the Chilly Hollow stitch.
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Stitch the last quadrant to finish off the Chilly Hollow stitch. Again, pay close attention to the diagonal line for the end points so you don’t stray off it.
End off the thread after stitching the last quadrant. I ended with a pin stitch by carefully moving the
stitches of the Chilly Hollow stitch until I could see the canvas beneath, and taking a pin stitch in the
shape of a “T”, then smoothing the stitches of the Chilly Hollow stitch back over the pin stitches.

Diagram 50

Almost finished—just two more areas to go!
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